Abstract: From the literature of 1987 to 1993 a representative sample was prepared of 500 papers with tabular information for >50 supposedly extragalactic objects each.
Rationale
Current computer networks allow almost instantaneous access to data obtained or compiled by other workers anywhere around the world (see 5] for a review). The Strasbourg Astronomical Data Centre (CDS) o ers the largest collection world-wide of commonly used astronomical compilations and published tables in a publicly accessible FTP-archive, which in May 1994 comprised 900 data sets 13] . The CDS, originally a stellar data centre, was renamed to \Astronomical" Data Centre in late 1991, and it now covers extragalactic data equally. Both Galactic and extragalactic objects may be extended, and published data may be classi ed into global (integrated), one-dimensional (spectral), twodimensional (imaging) or even three-dimensional (imaging spectroscopy) data. The global data are technically the simplest to archive. They are usually the only to enter databases like SIMBAD, NED, or LEDA, and thus form their basic \food". However, such tables also allow other users to explore the data in di erent ways. Both these aspects motivated a quantitative study of the coverage achieved in the CDS catalogue archive (i.e. not that of SIMBAD) for extragalactic objects.
The test sample of references is presented in section 2, and section 3 assesses the frequency with which electronic information from these references are found at the CDS. In section 4 some other sources of electronic catalogues are described. Section 5 identi es examples of data sets missing at CDS and examines who are the customers of the CDS archive. In section 6 some conclusions are drawn and suggestions for improvements are made.
The Test Sample of References
The aim was to assess the completeness with which major compilations, catalogues, atlases, and tables with published observational data are found in the electronic CDS archive. A minimum of 50 supposed extragalactic objects per paper was required for the current test sample, regardless of their scienti c value. This number of objects was allowed to be lower if many lines (entries) of data were given per object. Papers dominated by one-or higherdimensional data were only included if they also contained tabular information on global data. Thus, e.g. Tully's Nearby Galaxies Atlas was excluded, while the accompanying Nearby Galaxies Catalogue was included. Individual samples of <100 objects may be of limited scienti c use, but their existence in electronic form would make the work of database managers and compilers of catalogues more e cient, e.g. to attach a reference to hundreds of objects for which this paper displays a spectrum. However, as the emphasis was on a representative sample of the literature the above conditions were not always taken as ironclad. Statistical statements will be based on a subsample of papers with over one hundred entries only.
Radio-source catalogues were also included, as the large majority of unresolved sources is extragalactic, even near the Galactic plane 9]. Papers dedicated to Galactic sources (planetary nebulae, HII regions or pulsars) were excluded. Optical counterparts of radio sources are frequently below the magnitude limits of current galaxy catalogues, thus only a small fraction of them (probably < 15%) presently have an optical identi cation.
The period from 1987 to 1993 was chosen. This is long enough to study trends with time, and virtually all tabular data published since 1987 must have existed in electronic form at some stage. Instead of visually scanning the entire literature for such a period, I used the bibliography of atlases and catalogues as given in the IAU triennial reports 1, 11, 15] and in section 002 of Astronomy & Astrophysics Abstracts (AAA) up to vol. 57. Many of the IAU and AAA references (with <50 objects or data di cult to prepare for CDS's electronic archive) were rejected. Some journals (like A&A, ApJ and MNRAS) were clearly underrepresented in the IAU lists as compared to others (like A&AS, ApJS and AJ). Eventually I browsed several journals (especially ApJS, A&AS, AJ and MNRAS) and also lled in the second half of 1993 not covered by IAU or AAA bibliographies. Finally, I cross-checked with my own unpublished compilation of references, as well as against a list of several hundred radio-continuum surveys published before 1991 19] .
The nal sample of 500 references is available on request from the author. Standard reference codes are given in the Appendix. The sample is not complete in the sense that the A&A and ApJ main journals were not scanned in full. Obvious redundancy among the papers was removed, e.g. for the quasar catalogues by Hewitt & Burbidge and Veron-Cetty & Veron only the most recent version was used. Tables from some papers may have been integrated in other compilations (e.g. redshift compilations like ZCAT or SRC, available as CDS catalogues VII/164 and VII/142), but this may not be an argument against having the data as published in the CDS catalogue collection : other users might want to use the data in a way di erent from the compilation catalogue, or use other parts of the data which did not even enter the compilation catalogue. I made sure that all relevant entries in the CDS archive were present in the test sample, i.e. any further addition of references would only lower the completeness levels of the CDS archive derived below.
The sample is believed to be at least 80 % complete and rich enough to allow some quantitative analysis. Table 1 gives a statistical overview. The origin of the references is given for each year in the rst seven rows and four columns. The next two rows give the sum over the period 1987{93 for all references, and the last rows only for those papers with N entr > 100 entries. The IAU and AAA references provided almost half of all references gathered in this exercise. Less than 5% of the references are monographs or appeared in non-periodical publications.
Results
The public le cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr:/pub/cats/cats.all, with the contents of the CDS archive was searched for all 500 papers. As of May 21, 1994 the le listed 680 catalogues in sections I{VIII and 220 items in the \Journal-"(J{)directories 13]. Note however, that almost half of the items listed in this le for sections I{VII are not yet stored in the FTP archive because of lack of electronic documentation. These are mostly older and sometimes superseded data sets which will be incorporated upon request. They were thus considered as \available" in the present study. The search result for all references and for the subset of references with N entr >100 is shown in the last two columns of Table 1 , respectively. The fraction of papers for which data are archived at CDS increases with year of publication, for the sample with N entr >100 from 11 % for 1987 to 29% for 1993, with an average of 21 % over the seven years. Larger data sets are evidently better represented (cf. also Figure 2 below). The 84 extragalactic catalogues in the CDS archive include 24 which were collected and forwarded to CDS by the present author.
Statistics by Size and Journal of the Publications
For a more quantitative assessment I also recorded the number of objects contained in each of the 500 papers. Sometimes this number could only be estimated. For some papers with few objects, but many data rows (entries ), the total number of entries was used as the relevant measure of size. Generally the references deal with extragalactic objects only, but for the two largest data sets, namely the IRAS Faint Source Catalog (including the Associations) and the Catalog of IR Observations, a correction for their Galactic \con-tamination" was made. According to an estimate by M. Schmitz (priv. comm. ) a total of 120,000 and 70,000 entries was assumed for the latter catalogues, respectively. For the radio source catalogues this correction would have been much smaller ( <10 %) and was ignored. Again, the statistics derived is meant to be representative rather than exact. The total extragalactic content of the 500 references was found to be 842,000 entries (not necessarily di erent objects). The average is 1700 entries per paper, the median 200 (see also Fig. 2 ).
The top seven rows of Table 2 show how all 500 test references are distributed among the major journals for individual years (but note that A&A and ApJ were not systematically scanned here). The Editors of Astronomy & Astrophysics (A&A) and its Supplement Series (A&AS) agreed that \extensive tabular data", accepted for publication in A&A or A&AS after 1992, and selected either by the Editors or the authors, would be stored at CDS (see A&AS 280,E1). To assess the realization of this agreement, I extended the literature search for A&AS up to vol. 105 (1994, see last 12 entries of Appendix). As for A&AS alone, for the period when the agreement was implemented, the archive contained data from 11 of 19 references, with 42 % (3547/8485) of the entries. Missing references which in my opinion merit to be stored at CDS, are preceded with a \-"-sign in the Appendix. Figure 1 shows the size distribution of the 512 publications (i.e. including the 12 from A&AS 1994). The cumulative number of papers with >N entr entries is plotted vs. N entr . For N entr >100 the curve is almost a power-law of index near 0:7, a manifestation of Zipf's law in bibliometrics 12] . The turnover of the curve for N entr <100 is most likely due to incomplete sampling of smaller data sets in the literature survey. Figure 2 displays the completeness of the CDS archive as function of the number of entries per paper. The solid line shows, for a given minimum N entr , the fraction of papers for which electronic tables are archived at CDS. All references with >10,000 entries are available at CDS, and half of those with N entr >1500 entries. The dashed curve shows, for a given minimum number of entries N entr per publication, the fraction of entries stored at CDS. The fact that the largest catalogues (i.e. those typically available at CDS) dominate by far the number of data entries, implies that the coverage of the CDS archive never drops below 74% even when all papers down to 50 objects are considered. As a byproduct (but not as an assessment of SIMBAD's extragalactic data content !) the bibliographical tool simref was queried for those test references published in journals covered by the SIMBAD team (see SIMBAD User's Guide & Reference Manual III, p.66). Thirty references were not resolved by simref, and these are marked with an asterisk in the Appendix. According to 10] it is maybe not surprising that half of the missing references are of Russian or Chinese origin (both original and English translation were queried). The other 15 papers, however, appeared in major journals, and seven of them deal with radio sources only. All thirty references contain original data.
While the high level of SIMBAD's literature coverage is reassuring, a recognition of a paper by simref does not imply that the data from these papers are also o ered by SIMBAD. It usually means that the reference is attached to at least those objects having a cross-identi cation in SIMBAD. The on-line notes appended to some of the SIMBAD bibliographic references, especially the ones with many objects (like e.g. \to be scanned" or \to be requested in electronic form"), document the ongoing e orts of the SIMBAD team to gradually recover missing electronic information, and to establish cross-identi cations for these objects in SIMBAD.
Also, there is a frequent misunderstanding that all entries in the CDS catalogues would automatically be accessible through SIMBAD. This interesting feature is now under development within the project ALADIN 17], which will eventually allow an interactive overlay of entries from both SIMBAD and the CDS catalogues on top of the digital images of the optical sky surveys. Both SIMBAD and ALADIN would clearly bene t from a more complete coverage of published tabular data in the electronic archive of CDS.
Other Collections and Sources of Electronic Data
Several on-line systems like e.g. DIRA2, ESIS, HEASARC, STARCAT, or STARLINK also o er astronomical catalogues, among which one can occasionally nd valuable items not archived at CDS. Below I describe three other possible sources of catalogues.
The AAS CD-ROM Series
Early in 1994 the American Astronomical Society (AAS) issued the rst CD-ROM of a series with bulky data published in the AAS journals ApJ, ApJS, and AJ (see ApJ 402,1). This CD-ROM covers the year 1993, for which my test sample lists 38 references published in ApJ, ApJS and AJ. However, the CD-ROM contains data for only six (16%) of them. One of the reasons for this small coverage could be the fact that data contribution by the authors is voluntary . Also, one CD-ROM per year seems too infrequent. It not only burdens the authors with data requests (cf. sect. 5), it may even inhibit full comprehension of papers for which data are given in electronic form only (e.g. 1994AJ.107.1629T, not in the present test sample) until the CD-ROM appears. Database managers would like to use the data within weeks from publication. The amount of data on the AAS CD-ROM is small enough to be integrated in the CDS archive.
Radio Sources in EOLS and ADS
Within the framework of the Working Group \Radioastronomical Databases" of IAU Commission 40 2] the present author has now collected 120 electronic radio-source catalogues, virtually all of them were not previously archived at data centres. Currently 55 of these tables (comprising 511,000 records) are searchable in the Einstein On-line Service EOLS 4] and NASA's Astrophysics Data System ADS. Separate ASCII tables are not provided by EOLS or ADS. However, their integration into the CDS archive only require a translation of the EOLS documentation les from ADS to CDS standards 14]. Table 3 compares the total number of existing electronic radio-source catalogues with those integrated in either CDS or EOLS/ADS. Note that the statistics in this table is not restricted to (although it is dominated by) the period from 1987 to 1993. As already seen in Figure 2 above, the archiving statistics is clearly better when the number of entries rather than the number of references is counted. According to one of the most productive surveyors of the radio sky 7] \most extragalactic radio astronomers live in a distant part of the universe, isolated from the rest of astronomy." His remedy to the problem, namely to make a deeper large-scale radio survey, in order to detect objects which the \normal" astronomer can study, is now being realized, and will contribute another 2 million radio sources before the year 2000 6, 8 ].
Extragalactic Databases
Two public on-line databases exist for extragalactic objects. The NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database (NED) 20] covers all extragalactic objects, while the Lyon-Meudon Extragalactic Database (LEDA) 18], covers nearby (z <0.2) galaxies only and o ers up to 66 different parameters per galaxy. These databases provide very valuable cross-identi cations between individual catalogues, but they do not provide data tables as published, nor do they generally make use of all data columns, nor can the input data sets be reconstructed by database interrogation. However, both need these tables to feed their databases, and frequently these are page-scanned and must then be proof-read. Much time could be saved if database teams could obtain tables routinely from a central archive. Vice versa, major tables which NED or LEDA received from the authors or converted from paper into electronic form could be provided to that archive. The well-documented and easily searchable FTP-facility for electronic catalogues at CDS would be an obvious repository.
Examples of \Missing" Data and their Customers
It is often argued that modern (i.e. larger and more sensitive) data sets would supersede previous data anyway. This is invalid if these older data were taken with di erent equipment, in another waveband or with di erent angular resolution, in addition to the di erent epoch, which would allow to check for variability. A complete recovery of data sets \missing" in the CDS electronic archive is equally impossible and unnecessary, but selection criteria for those to be recovered should be de ned. Among the eighty references with >1000 entries I found, e.g. catalogues of HI Observations of 10,000 galaxies (AAA.49.002.026H); 6445 Southern Peculiar Galaxies (AAA.43.002.088A); 4000 Nearby Galaxies (AAA.45.002.054T); 2300 Southern Ringed Galaxies (AAA.53.002.023B); Visual and IR photometry of 2000 galaxies (AAA.50.002.113D); lists of Low Surface Brightness Dwarfs (AAA.49.002.069K) and of a Drift Scan Survey (1993AJ.105.393K) with 1500 galaxies each, not to mention over a dozen radio-source catalogues. Two authors whose data I requested recently stated that they had been asked for the same data sets (1993AJ.106.1273 .565) over 50 resp. over 100 times (!). This proves the bene t of such a storage at CDS. Clearly, a regular archiving of all (even medium-sized) data sets would be essential in saving manpower needed to keep extragalactic databases complete and up-to-date, and to help compilers of reference catalogues, like e.g. this one : (1950) . However, the other half of the sky, and another announced volume on weaker sources, was never nished for the obvious reason of an overwhelming e ort required to compile them.
With present-day computers and networking capabilities we are clearly in a much better starting position. However, along the way of developing such tools, and even now, much information which once existed in \machine-readable" form (starting with punched cards ! ) was not saved on appropriate media after publication. Some of this material is now being recovered (at CDS and elsewhere) with optical character recognition (OCR) devices, but at the expense of large amounts of manpower for proofreading. Several large compilations were published in extremely small and sometimes broken fonts (many of them on micro che), impossible to recover even with modern OCR methods. It is surprising that even for papers published during the past 9 months (in A&AS by authors in central Europe) it was necessary to page-scan the tables at CDS because the authors either did not provide the data or had lost them. A supply of the data directly to the data centre would be a minimal e ort and make such exercises unnecessary.
To get an idea on who are the \customers" of CDS data, I inspected the les that record the downloading of data sets from the FTP archive for sections VII{VIII of the archive (i.e. for non-stellar and radio data). After exclusion of le accesses for local backups, I found that the great majority of FTP-copies were made by sta of other data centres, database managers, a few compilers of reference catalogues, but very few by other individual astronomers. This di ers from the other sections of the archive: among the 27 most copied catalogues since 1991, only two are extragalactic (Ochsenbein, priv. comm.) .
Conclusions
The catalogue archive at CDS concentrates the world's largest set of astronomical catalogues in one place, and this paper provides the rst quantitative assessment of its extragalactic content. While a clear trend for better coverage of more recent publications and larger data sets is evident, data from only 21 % of the 374 papers with >100 extragalactic entries and published between 1987 and 1993 are in the archive. This does not imply that all other material should be restored, but rather gives in impression on how the astronomical community has preserved material that was originally quite costly to prepare. For the period since implementation of the A&A{CDS agreement (see sect. 3.2), the CDS archive was found to contain 11 of 19 (extragalactic) papers with 42 % of the data entries. This is less than expected from (at least my own) judging of the scienti c value and/or size of the data. Several data sets could be integrated from other electronic archives, but 140 of the 500 references were not found in any of these. The existence of di erent sets of astronomical catalogues in di erent archives prompted me to suggest in 1993 a Master Index of Astronomical Catalogues 3] in which the CDS could play an important role.
A possible reason for the low number of FTP-copies of extragalactic catalogues might be that CDS is not yet su ciently known as an archive of such data. Also, most astronomers are probably looking for a database which would automatically provide them with entries from many individual catalogues, and are much less ready to select, copy, and browse these catalogues by themselves.
Clearly, the CDS will have to cope with ever more data sets. Hundreds of users worldwide now rely on public databases for their bibliographical object studies. To accomplish a reasonable completeness, database managers must rely on the input of electronic tables \as published, since an enormous amount of time will be saved from optically scanning the tables and proofreading " 20] . More coherent collaboration is needed between authors, editors, and data centres to arrive at a satisfactory level of completeness. Above all, the authors should be more willing to supply their data directly to the data centers. Editors of journals can help \stimulate" this attitude, and editors other than those of A&A and A&AS should join the commitment to supply tables contained in publications to the data centres. In a suitable collaboration between data centres, these should care-fully monitor the literature for items missing in their archives and actively request these data. Eventually the user should be encouraged to provide quality control even years after the information was archived. A considerable boost of motivation for authors to provide their data to the CDS archive could come from the integration of more data (rather than only references attached to objects) into SIMBAD, NED or LEDA, even more so if data become transparent graphically, as is indeed planned with the powerful ALADIN tool.
Appendix: 500 test references 1987{1993, plus 12 papers from A&AS (1994) See SIMBAD User's Guide III, p. 144 for the 19-digit standard reference coding. Items are sorted by year of publication, then journal. For AAA the publication year is that of the reference, and not that of the AAA volume. Other codes are: AApTr = Astronomical and Astrophysical Transactions; UCapT = Astron. Dept. Univ. Cape Town Publ. . The code is preceded by a \+" if stored at CDS, a * if not recognized by the simref tool, and a \-" if published in A&AS since mid-1993 with data desirable for the CDS archive.
The code is followed by a \-" if the paper contains <100 entries.
